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I. Factor currently influencing advancing opportunities for food irradiation include:

Heightened incidence and awareness of foodborne illnesses and causes.

Concerns about ensuring food safety in international as well as domestic trade.

Regulatory actions regarding commonly used fumigants/pesticides e. g. MeBr.

II. Modern irradiator design: the SteriGenics "MiniCell".

A new design for new opportunities.

Faster installation of facility.

Oprationally and space efficient.

Provides local "onsite control".

I Red Meat: A currently developing oportunity

In June 1994, a petition requesting authorization for commercial irradiation of red meat
was submitted to the FDA. Despite overwhelming suppoting technical data representing
scientific research conducted over several decades, the petition languished and was not acted
upon by the agency.

Although several organiztions conducted additional "consumer attitude surveys" and
organoleptic testing regarding irradiated meats, encouraging responses from the private
sector did not significantly advance the petition review.
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Unfortunately, several months ago an incident of E. Coli 0157:H7 contaminated meat
resulted in the recall of 25 million pounds of ground beef wich had been processed by the
Hudson Foods Co. In addition to the recall —by GSDA— a major fast food chain announced
publicly that they cancelled all future orders from Hudson. The processing plant was closed
and placed under regulatory control. Within a few weeks, the plant was sold, as was the
reminder of the company, primarily poultry processing.

These unfortunate events created incredibly media attention to the larger issue of food
safety,as well as focussing attention, particularly within the legislature, on the lethargic review
of the aging petition to permit the commercial irradiation of red meat.

Now that attentionhas been appropiately centered on an expeditious (finally) review of the
3+ year old petition, we may see approval within 6 months or so.

Question: What will happen after regulatory approval?

While we cannot definitively predict everything that will happen, we know this: Irradiation
of ground beef will become a viable option for processors, distributors and retailers wishing
to assure their customers of safe product. Irradiation will ultimately become an established
step in effective HACCP programs. Progressive, forward-thinking food companies will begin
to avail themselves of this effective technology in the ongoing battle to safeguard the food
supply.

A crucial step in the implementation of red meat irradiation will then become reviewing,
selecting and implementing irradiation processing capability within progressive meat proces-
sing firms. How long might this take?

Fortunately, much preparatory ground work has alreadybeen performed by SteriGenics in
anticipation of increased demand for food irradiation. This leads me to the second part of my
presentation today: the SteriGenics Minicell.

The "MiniCell" irradiator

Given that we design, construct and operate commercial contract irradiation facilities —12
currently operating in the USA alone—we have been listening carefully to the evolving needs
of our current customers as well as attempting to anticipate the furure needs for expanded
food irradiation capability.

Traditional gamma facilities are large "Mega-facilities", generally involving massive cons-
truction operations wich may require 15-18 months from groundbreaking to launch of
commercial operation. While such facilities perform their intended functions very well, they
are anherently capital intensive and relatively inflexible within operating parameters.

Numerous discussions with customers and potential customers lead us to the conclusion
that there is a need for irradiation facilities wich:

1. Can be constructed/co-located near customers existing facilities, to provide onsite
control of operations, including QA. In addition, onsite location minimizes both additional
material handling and ever-increasing freight cost, while reducing inventory wich may be
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distributed to the "additional operations" such as pathogen reduction/QA "hold" for test
results.

2. Offer space-efficient, design flexibility to enable incorporation into existing processing
facilities.

3. Significantly reduced timeframe from project inception to launch.

4. Reduced capital requirements, lower break-even point.

The SteriGenics "MiniCell" accomplishes each of these objectives, as I will now discuss.

1. The "MiniCell" can easily be erected on the customers' exist in site and within an existing
building. Unique, CJS-NRC approved shielding configurationsare an important feature in this
design

2. The "MiniCell" features incredibly efficient utilization of sapce and enables potential
custom-design applications unmatched by traditional "Mega-facilities". Processing equip-
ment space requirements for a basic Minicell are less than 3,000 square feet, with clear ceiling
height of about 16 feet.

3. The modular design and unique shielding configuration of the MiniCell results in onsite
erection and launch of operations from within 4-6 months total, following site/permit
approvals. This is approximately 1 year less than a traditional facility.

4. Capital requirements: The MiniCell is available under operating lease conditions through
SteriGenics. Total lease costs will vary according to capacity requirements and include
isotope. In most cases, this arrangement will enable the customer to realize the benefits of
the system without excessive out of pocket costs.

Due to the unique design and operating capabilities of the "MiniCell", we do not distribute
generic brochures, catalogues or price lists.

We offer unique, professional problem diagnosis to organizations thata may benefit from
our services.

I thank for your kind attention today.


